The Danish Political Twin Study: Political Traits in Danish Twins and the General Population

We compare a recent Danish twin survey on political attitudes and behaviors to a nationally representative survey covering similar topics. We find very similar means and variances for most of our constructed scales of political attitudes and behaviors in the two surveys, although even small differences tend to be statistically significant due to sample size. This suggests that the twin study can be used to make inferences on the heritability of several political traits in the Danish population.
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The Danish Twin Survey on Political Orientations and Behaviors

The Danish Twin Registry is the oldest nationwide twin registry in the world and hosts information on 75,000 twin pairs collected over the past 130 years (Skytthe et al., 2006). The twin survey examined here was conducted by the Danish Twin Registry and was fielded in the period from October 1, 2009 to March 1, 2010. It was administered as a web survey, and 6,707 invitations were sent out to twins aged between 19 and 39 years who had previously agreed to participate in survey inquiries. These two selection criteria were used to maximize response rates and potential retention rates in subsequent waves, as the survey is the first wave of a panel study. Because this survey is also the first online survey conducted by the Danish Twin Registry, we recruited respondents from a younger, and presumably more web-savvy, age group. In total, 3,616 persons answered the questionnaire (a response rate of 53.9%), and of those, 3,345 agreed to answer questions concerning political attitudes and behaviors, resulting in a response rate of 49.9%. Thus, only 7.4% of the survey respondents chose not to answer the political questions after having answered questions on health issues.

Danish twins generally display a high willingness to participate in surveys concerning health issues and the Registry records participation rates between 72 and 83%, depending on age (Skytthe, Kyvik, Holm, Vaupel, & Christensen, 2002). Asking questions about values and attitudes and switching to a web-based format seemed to reduce the traditionally high response rates somewhat.

The zygosity of twins in our sample has been determined in previous studies by asking four standard similarity questions. A recent test of this method suggests that the highest rate of misclassification was 8%, while the overall misclassification percentage in a sample of 867 twins was 4% (Christiansen et al., 2003).

In this article, we compare this twin sample to a representative sample of the Danish population surveyed for the same political attitudes and behaviors. The survey was conducted between May 26 and June 6, 2010, by the Gallup organization, using their Internet panel.

Twin studies are never a random sample of the population, and the extent to which a specific twin sample is representative of the general population with regard to the traits that are studied is therefore always an issue. Lack of
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representativeness may have implications for the external validity of twin studies. To our knowledge, no previous twin study of political traits has systematically examined the representativeness of the sample. With regard to school achievement, it has previously been shown that there are no significant differences between twins from the Danish Twin Registry and nontwins in a large representative sample (Christensen et al., 2006).

Political Traits and Scales in the Twin Survey

We have created 13 scales that measure key political traits concerning ‘political and civic involvement’ (political participation, voting, organizational membership); ‘approach to politics’ (political interest, efficacy, civic duty, generalized and political trust, role of government); and ‘political attitudes and orientations’ (left–right orientation, old and new left–right dimensions). The scales are based on questions that have been tested and used by the International Social Survey Programme (ISSP), the European Values Survey or the Danish Election Study. By using already validated questions and scales, we make comparisons to these data sets possible and avoid problems associated with developing and testing new items.

Description of Scales

All scales, except the two on organizational membership that range from zero to 6, have been standardized to vary...
between zero and 1 to make comparison of means, standard deviations, and variances across samples easier (Table 1).

The first category of scales measures behaviors concerning political and civic involvement, and includes four different scales. The first, Political Participation, is constructed by questions such as ‘Have you ever contacted a politician?’ and ‘Have you ever participated in a demonstration?’ This scale is commonly used in studies of political participation broadly conceived (see, for example, Verba, Schlozman & Brady, 1995). The second scale, Electoral Participation, captures respondents’ participation in various recent elections. We include measures of electoral participation in both local and national elections, as well as elections to the European Parliament, in order to capture the respondent’s general underlying inclination to turn out to vote, while recognizing that this inclination varies across type of election. The next two scales measure Active and Passive Membership of Voluntary Organizations. These scales are traditionally used in research on social capital as measures of participation in networks and, hence, the vibrancy of civil society (Oorschot & Arts, 2005).

The second group of political traits includes six scales that seek to capture various aspects of how individuals approach politics, including their fellow citizens, political leaders, and the government. The first, Political Interest, measures how closely the respondent follows politics. Political interest is conducive to being politically active, and politically interested individuals also tend to feel more efficacious (Prior, 2010). The second scale, External Efficacy, measures how important respondents believe their actions are in affecting political outcomes. This scale is also a standard tool in political science studies and is strongly associated with political participation and voting (Finkel, 1985; Karp & Banducci, 2007). To capture external efficacy, people were asked whether they agreed with statements such as ‘People like me have no influence on what the government is doing.’ Civic Duty is intended to capture the extent to which the respondent adheres to various norms of citizenship. The scale captures how important the respondent considers issues like obeying the law and paying taxes, and has been widely used in political science studies that try to link civic duty to the functioning of democracy (Verba et al., 1995). Political Trust measures the extent to individuals trust politicians and government institutions. It is often seen as an indicator (or cause) of citizen support for the political system and the executive (Craig, 1993; Hetherington, 1998). The Generalized Trust scale measures how trusting the respondents are toward their fellow citizens; an attribute often associated with a well-functioning democracy and a society’s capacity to solve dilemmas of collection action (Putnam, 1993; Knack, 2002). The Role of Government Index measures various aspects of how respondents believe that political leaders should govern society, and includes questions about how ‘society works best’ (e.g., Should leaders be followed or questioned? Should people take responsibility for their own wellbeing or cooperate and help each other?). The index thus taps into opinions about whether the government should be weak or strong.

The third category of political traits concerns political attitudes and orientations, and includes three partially overlapping scales that measure the left–right placement of respondents and emphasize different aspects of politics. The General Left–Right Scale is intended to capture where the respondent is placed on a left–right political continuum. This scale is among the most used indexes in political science and is, amongst many others, used to analyze the political orientation of the electorate and electoral competition among political parties (Fuchs & Klingeman, 1990; Franklin, Mackie, & Valen, 1992; Deegan-Krause & Enyedi, 2010). We have also created a scale of attitudes towards economic policies and redistribution (or ‘old’ politics), labeled ‘Old/Economic Left–Right’. Focusing on attitudes towards redistribution, the respondents were asked about the extent to which they agreed with statements such as ‘People with high wages are not paying enough taxes’ and ‘The income distribution in this country is too skewed. Consequently, people with low incomes should have higher wage raises’. This scale has been widely used to map the ideological conflict associated with class politics and the political cleavages dominating during industrialism (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967). Our final scale taps into what Ronald Inglehart (1990) labels the ‘new politics’ dimension, which has also been termed the authoritarianism–libertarianism (or tolerance) dimension of political orientations (Kitschelt, 1996; Deegan-Krause & Enyedi, 2010). New politics has become increasingly important in postindustrial societies. Some of the scale items resemble those used to measure social conservatism in American politics; it includes questions on issues such as the severity of punishment of criminals, and the extent to which homosexuals should have the same rights as other citizens.

**Comparison and Discussion of Scales in Twin Survey and Representative Survey**

We compare the 13 political trait scales in the twin survey with the complete, nationally representative Gallup survey, as well as with a representative subsample consisting of the same age cohort as the twin study (19–39 years). For each scale, we present the mean, standard deviation, and variance, and Cronbach’s alpha.

In general, the twin sample seems to mirror the representative sample quite well, in particular the subsample of 19–39-year-old respondents. However, due to the large sample sizes, even small differences in means and variances tend to be statistically significant. However, there is some variation across the three categories of political traits.
The mean scores for the four behavioral traits on political and civic involvement are a little higher in both representative Gallup samples than in the twin survey, and the variances also tend to be slightly higher in the two Gallup samples (except for the scale on electoral participation). All means are roughly at the same level, however, which suggests that the twin sample — with the appropriate provisos — can be used to make inferences about the general population. In particular, the means and variances for the political participation index are remarkably similar across the samples. In addition, the intercorrelations among the scale items are also at the same level across samples. The internal consistency of the political participation index is high, and the Cronbach’s alpha also approaches acceptable levels for the electoral participation index. At least for these behaviors, the scales seem to measure the same latent, unidimensional construct in both samples.

The samples vary a little more on the six approach-to-politics scales. The mean score for the twin sample is higher for three of the scales, the two trust scales and the external efficacy scale, but lower for political interest and the role of government index. For the civic duty index, the mean is very similar across the three samples, and the difference between the twin sample and the Gallup subsample of 19–39-year-old respondents is insignificant. Except for political interest, variance levels are roughly similar across samples for all the approach-to-politics scales. The internal consistency of the scales for political interest, efficacy, and political trust is high across all three samples (α > .75), and also in the case of generalized trust (α = .65) the scale — although less consistent — seems to measure the same underlying construct. The reliability of the civic duty and role of government index is somewhat lower, but similar across samples.

The three scales on political attitudes and orientations that indicate scores on a left–right continuum have similar variance levels, and the construct validity as measured by α-values is good for all three scales in all samples. With α = .66, only the general left–right scale in the twin sample has an α-value below .70. The mean score is very similar on the general left–right scale across samples, but the twin sample mean is a little higher on the old politics scale and a little lower on the new politics scale.

Because twin samples are never random population samples, the extent to which any particular twin sample is more or less representative of the general population is a question that can only be examined in relation to particular traits. If the twin sample is somehow skewed, it may jeopardize the external validity of findings, and heritability estimates may not be generalizable beyond the sample. By examining the representativeness of a twin study for specific traits, we can assess the extent to which making inferences on heritability estimates is justifiable; we can also discuss the potential biases and make the necessary provisos when the studied traits in a twin sample are not representative. Means, variances, and scale reliability for most of the political traits surveyed in the Danish 2009–2010 twin study are comparable to those found in a representative sample of the Danish population. Therefore, we can have increased confidence in the external validity of the heritability estimates coming from the Danish twin study on political traits.
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Endnotes

1 Mean differences between the twin survey and the Gallup subsample for the 19–39-year-old respondents are not statistically significant (t-test) at the .05 level in three scales: Active Membership of Organizations, the Civic Duty Index, and the General Left–Right Scale.
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